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Toy example

Calibration of an idealised computer model:

Goal:
Find the “true” value of an unknown parameter of
interest.

• Computer model output at controllable x and “un-
known” parameter θ:

sin(5πθx)

[here true value θ = 0.3]

• Exercise the computer model on a set of potential
values of θ (in the interval in which it may be!)
and on a set of values of x of interest to the
modellers (here assumed to be [0,1])
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Design (V1=x, V2=θ)
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Observations (along x) and model outputs:
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Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC)

1. Explore the input parameter space to look for θs
matching the observations best.

2. Collect the values along the path of this Markov
chain..
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posterior distribution of calibration parameter
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Uncertain prediction of computer model: Emulation
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TIE-GCM

NCAR Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics
General Circulation Model (TIE-GCM)
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• designed to calculate the coupled dynamics, chem-
istry, energetics, and electrodynamics of the global
thermosphere-ionosphere system between about
97 km and 500 km altitude.

• many input parameters to be specified at the lower
and upper boundaries, as well as a number of un-
certain internal parameters.

• here one output selected: response of the magnetic-
eastward (D) magnetic perturbation at the ground,
MAGGRD-D in [nT] (nano Tesla)
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• MAGGRD-D varies from hour to hour during the
day, but also with season, solar cycle and location
of the observation.

• caused by electric currents flowing in the
ionosphere
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Toolangi (TOO)

Location of sites for MAGDDR outputs
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Two locations: API & ODE
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Tides

• atmospheric tides: global waves with periods that
are harmonics of 24 hours.

• difficult to define since observations are limited
and the tides vary with geographic location, local
time and season, and from one day to the next.

• goal: modelling the tidal propagation through the
atmosphere, and accurately determining their dis-
tribution
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Inputs

1. amplitude of the perturbation in the height of a
constant-pressure surface at the TIE-GCM lower
boundary:
AMP ∈ [0,36000] cm

2. local time at which this maximises:
PHZ ∈ [0,12] hr

3. minimum night-time electron number density:
EDN ∈ [1000,10000] cm−3
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PHZ is periodic:

f(AMP,0, EDN) = f(AMP,12, EDN)

alternative parameterisation of AMP and PHZ:

θ1 = AMP cos(πPHZ/6)

and
θ2 = AMP sin(πPHZ/6)

EDN input is not reparameterized.
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Observations and Computer runs

• for equinox, at low solar and geomagnetic activity.

• two locations: Apia (API, 13.81 ◦S, 171.77 ◦E)
and Odessa (ODE, 46.78 ◦N, 30.88 ◦E.)
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Transformation

1. observations and simulator outputs:
y → sgn(y) log(1 + |y|).

2. satisfy the assumption that the variability is con-
stant in time.
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Bayesian methodology for calibration

• put prior distributions on the calibration parame-
ters θ1, θ2 and θ3 before comparing with observa-
tions

• let the information contained in the data update
this a priori assumption to get as a result a pos-
terior distribution of the calibration parameters.

• set of inputs x = (t, θ) consists of parameters di-
vided into two categories: the known parameters
(controllable parameter time t in [0,24]) and the
unknown calibration parameters θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3).
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• denote by η(x) the output of the computer model

• TIE-GCM is run at inputs x in a design (i.e. choice
of values) DM .

• Field data (i.e. observations) yF(t) are collected
at a number of inputs t in a design DF .
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Design
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1. computer model depends on the complete set of
parameters x = (t, θ). The computer code output
η(x) is an approximation of the reality yR(t).

2. observations yF(t) are collected at a number of
inputs t in a design DF .

3. DF (i.e. only the time points of observations) is
given by the 24 hourly observation times:
0014,.., 2314 magnetic local time (MLT) for API
and around 0043,.., 2343 MLT for ODE.

4. design of experiments DM corresponding to the
calibration parameters is a maximin Latin Hyper-
cube Design
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5. cover as much space as possible in the three-
dimensional space of the calibration parameters
with only n = 30 runs.

6. time component of the computer design DM: we
choose 12 points (every other hour)

7. time points in DF and DM are different, but the
methodology accomodates such variation.
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Bayesian formulation

(Kennedy & O’Hagan 2001)

Bias between the computer simulator and the physi-
cal observations at time t, δ(t), and observation error
ε(t):

yR(t) = η(t, θ∗) + δ(t) (1)

yF(t) = yR(t) + ε(t) (2)
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Gaussian Process

• Unknown function η(·) follows a Gaussian stochas-
tic process (GASP) distribution. That is:

• 12n = 360 observed simulator responses
η(x), x ∈ Rp (here p = 4):
multivariate normal, constant mean function µ

and an 12n × 12n variance-covariance function Σ,
with density

f(η(x)) ∝ |Σ|−1/2exp

{
−

1

2
(x− µ)TΣ−1(x− µ)

}
. (3)
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Gaussian Process (cont’d)

• approximate the computer simulator:
interpolate the response η(x) in between the de-
sign points x in DM.

• random function is certain at the design points,
and uncertain at untried points.
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We rescale the time onto the interval [0,1], we choose
a valid (i.e. positive-definite) isotropic correlation
function on the circle [0,1] (Gneiting 1999).

Thus, the (i, j)th element of Σ is

Σi,j = cov(η(xi), η(xj)) (4)

=
1

λη
exp(−

3∑
k=1

βk|θik − θjk|2) ×exp(−β4(sin(∠(ti, tj)/2))2)

Notation θik denotes the ith design point in DM for θk,
and ∠(ti, tj) is the angle between ti and tj.
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• Hyperparameters µ (=0 here when centering), λη
(the precision of the GASP model), βk, estimated
from the model output and the observations using
MCMC.

• Unknown bias function δ(t) also modeled as a
GASP random function with mean 0 and periodic
correlation matrix with precision λδ and correlation
parameter β5.

• Random error component is modeled as indepen-
dent ε(t) ∼ N(0,1/λε).

• Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach:
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

• Retrieve the posterior distributions of the various
parameters of interest.
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Priors

• vague prior information about the true calibration
parameter values: uniform prior distribution over
an interval twice as wide as the interval on which
they were sampled for simulator runs.

• Correlation hyperparameters in Σ: reparameterize
using ρk = exp(−βk/4), so 0 < ρk < 1.

• for ρk, a Beta(1, .5) distribution is used, which con-
servatively places most of its prior mass on values
of ρk near 1 (indicating an insignificant effect).

• more conservative Beta(1, .4) priors used in the
GASP model for the bias function.
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• Gamma prior distributions were used for each of
the precision (i.e. inverse of the variance) hyper-
parameters λη, λδ and λε.

• Specifically, we use priors:

1. λη ∼ GAM(10,10) (with expectation 1 due to
standardization of the responses)

2. λδ ∼ GAM(10, .3) (with expectation around 20%
of standard deviation of the standardized re-
sponses)

3. λε ∼ GAM(10, .03) (with expectation around 5%
of standard deviation of the standardized re-
sponses)
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• MCMC chain, Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.

• multiple chains to confirm the convergence to-
wards a stationary posterior distribution (after an
initial burn-in period)
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Bias
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Uncertain predictions
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Improved emulator

(Rougier, Guillas, Richmond, Maute, Technometrics,
51(4), 414-424, 2009)
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Outer-product emulator (OPE)

(Rougier, JCGS 2008): R Package OPE

• emulator is a linear sum of specified basis func-
tions in the index variables (e.g. periodic cubic
splines)

• coefficients of this linear combination as being un-
certain functions of the input variables
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with r = (AMP,PHZ,EDN),

f(r, t) =
∑

i
αi(r)gi(t) (5)

and
αi(r) =

∑
j
βijgj(r) for each i, (6)

or, together,

f(r, t) =
∑

ij
βijgij(r, t) where gij(r, t) , gj(r)gi(t);

(7)
(e.g. Fourier, splines, polynomials,..)

f(r, t) =
qj∑
j=1

qi∑
i=1

βijgij(r, t) + e(r, t) (8)

where e is the residual process.
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Conjugate structure

Normal Inverse Gamma (NIG) approach:

β ⊥⊥ e(·) | τ (9a)

β | τ ∼ Nq (m, τV ) (9b)

e(·) | τ ∼ GP
(
0, τ κ(·, ·)

)
(9c)

τ ∼ IG(a, d) (9d)

no MCMC but expert knowledge!
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Job 3 Job 2 Job 12 Job 22 Job 6 Job 11

Job 8 Job 4 Job 5 Job 9 Job 14 Job 29

Job 7 Job 21 Job 13 Job 17 Job 16 Job 23

Job 28 Job 18 Job 19 Job 27 Job 15 Job 24

Job 25 Job 30 Job 1 Job 26 Job 20 Job 10

Leave−one−out diagnostic, Site = JRO, ordered by EDN
6 EOFs, rAMP = 6.0, kPHZ = 2, rEDN = 0.2, kLT = 3, sig2edn = 1.0
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Job 3 Job 2 Job 12 Job 22 Job 6 Job 11

Job 8 Job 4 Job 5 Job 9 Job 14 Job 29

Job 7 Job 21 Job 13 Job 17 Job 16 Job 23

Job 28 Job 18 Job 19 Job 27 Job 15 Job 24

Job 25 Job 30 Job 1 Job 26 Job 20 Job 10

One−step−ahead diagnostic, Site = JRO, ordered by EDN
6 EOFs, rAMP = 6.0, kPHZ = 2, rEDN = 0.2, kLT = 3, sig2edn = 1.0
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Multivariate/functional issues

• modeling stations together (include position as
covariate? how?)

• modeling outputs (drift, MAGGDR-D,H,..)
together?

• functional modelling: curves (Bayarri et al. 2007,
2009; Higdon et al. 2008)

• high-accuracy/low accuracy experiments (Qian &
Wu, 2008)

• sequential design?

• functional modelling: surfaces with bivariate splines?
(Guillas & Lai 2010)
e.g. network of temp. stations over a continent?
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